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APPROXIMATE ISOMETRIES

ON FINITE DIMENSIONAL BANACH SPACES

BY

RICHARD D. BOURGINi1)

ABSTRACT.  A map T: Ej —► E2   (E|, E2 Banach spaces) is an e-isometry if

III T(X) - T(Y)\\ - \\X - Y\\ I < e whenever X, Ye Ex.  The problem of uniformly

approximating such maps by isometries was first raised by Hyers and Ulam in 1945

and subsequently studied for special infinite dimensional Banach spaces.  This ques-

tion is here broached for the class of finite dimensional Banach spaces.  The only

positive homogeneous candidate isometry U approximating a given e-isometry T is

defined by the formal limit U(X) = lim^^r    T(rX).   It is shown that, whenever

T: E —► E is a surjective e-isometry and E is a finite dimensional Banach space for

which the set of extreme points of the unit ball is totally disconnected, then this

limit exists.  When E —t x (= fc-dimensional Pj) a uniform bound of uniform

approximation is obtained for surjective c-isometries by isometries; this bound
3

varies linearly in e and with k .

1. The form in which Hyers and Ulam [6] considered the e-isometry ques-

tion is:

(1.1)

Does there exist a constant K depending only on Ej and E2

with the following property:  For each e > 0 and surjective

e-isometry T: Ej —► E2 there is an isometry U: Ex —► E2

with \\T(X) - U(X)\\ < Ke for each X in E,?

They observed that the assumption that T be surjective is essential and answered

(1.1) affirmatively when Ex = E2 = Hubert space [6]. D. G. Bourgin [2] showed

more generally that (1.1) holds whenever Ej and E2 belong to a class of uniformly

convex Banach spaces including the Lp(X, 2, u) spaces 1 < p < °°. A subsequent

paper of Hyers and Ulam [7] gave a positive answer for E¿ = C(Df), i = 1, 2

(the Banach spaces of continuous functions on the compact Hausdorff spaces

Df with the sup norm), provided Pis a homeomorphism. This study was continued
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by Bourgin [3] who showed in particular that the continuity and 1-1 assumptions

on T could be lifted, thus providing a significant generalization of the classical

theorem of Banach and Stone. For a general survey of these and related results

see [4] and [9].

The modulus of uniform convexity for Lp and the maximal ideal structure

of C(D) were central to the arguments of [2], [3], and [7] and no general

theory has emerged.  In §3, (1.1) is established for finite dimensional £t with

the constant K varying as the cube of the dimension. The validity of (1.1) in

general is in doubt, and in this connection a possible line of attack for constructing

a counterexample is given in §4.  In particular it is shown there that if the con-

stants K in (1.1) for Zk are necessarily unbounded as k varies, then £j will be a

space for which (1.1) fails (provided the isometries considered are positive homo-

geneous). The remainder of the first section delineates the bulk of the notation

and includes some elementary observations while the second section establishes

the existence of a candidate approximating isometry for a surjective e-isometry

on certain finite dimensional spaces.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge the many useful conversations on the subject

of this paper that I have had with my friend and colleague, Peter L. Renz. In

particular Lemma 2.8 is due to him. It is impossible, however, to acknowledge

adequately the encouragement and help I have received over the years, and in

particular in regard to this study, from my teacher, colleague, friend and father,

D. G. Bourgin.

Notation 1.2. (a) E (possibly with subscripts or primes) denotes a Banach

space.  The symbol dim E refers to the dimension of E and implicit in its

use is the statement that E is finite dimensional.

(b) The points of E are denoted by the capital letters V, W, X, Y, and Z

(with or without subscripts, primes, or other secondary marks).

(c) For any a > 0 and X in E,

B(X,a)={YmE\\\Y-X\\<a},

B[X,u] ={yinE | ||7-Z||<a}.

(d) U always denotes an isometry.

(e) T always refers to an e-isometry such that T(0) = 0.

(f) For a given T: Ej —► E2, the function S : E2 —► Ej will refer to any

representative of T~l. That is, S is any map for which TS(Y) = Y for each Y

inE2.

Note that (1) 5 is an e-isometry; and (2) if X E Ej then \\X - ST(X)\\ < e.

(S is 'e-onto'. Cf. Definition 1.6.)

(g) The letter 9 (with or without subscripts) will always be a number be-

tween - 1 and 1 chosen so that the equation in which it first appears is true.
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For example, once V and W are known, \\V + W\\ - \\V\\ ■ 6\\W\\ defines 0.

(h) For each positive integer k denote by Zk the Banach space of fc-tuples

of real numbers with norm given by ||X|| = ^k=x \x¡\.

Suppose that T: Ex —► E2 and that U is a positive homogeneous isometry

for which H7TX) - U(X)\\ < M for each X in E,. Then ||P(/X) - rU(X)\\ < M

for each r > 0 and hence

(1.3) lim  r1T(rX) = U(X)   for each X in Ej.
r—>oo

It follows that the only positive homogeneous (hence the only linear) isometry

candidate for U uniformly near T is given by (1.3).  (Note that if the limit in

(1.3) exists for each X in Ej then the map U so defined is in fact a positive

homogeneous isometry.)  In general given an e-isometry T: Ex —► E2 the

isometry U associated with T by (1.3) (assuming it exists) need not be linear.

It remains an open question whether U must be linear if T is surjective.   How-

ever, for T surjective and dim Ex = dim E2 (the case of main concern in this

paper) it is true that the associated isometry U is, whenever it exists, linear. In

fact, any isometry between two finite dimensional spaces of the same dimension

which takes 0 to 0 is linear. (To see this observe that the range of such a map

must be closed since its domain is complete, and the range must be open by

invariance of domain since an isometry is a homeomorphism. Hence the isometry

must be surjective and the Mazur-Ulam theorem [1, p. 166]—which states that

an isometry from one normed linear space onto another which transforms 0 to 0

must be linear-applies to yield the desired conclusion. That invariance of

domain is relevant to this type of argument was first pointed out to me by

Peter L. Renz.) It also follows from the above remark that given T: Ex —► E2

(dim Ej = dim E2) and an isometry U such that, for some M > 0,  \\T(X) -

U(X)\\ < M for each X in Ex then U - U(0) is linear and thus given by (1.3).

A summary of these results is contained in

Proposition 1.4. Suppose that dim Ex = dim E2 and T: Ex —» E2 is

a surjective e-isometry with T(0) = 0. A necessary condition that (1.1) hold is

that U(X) = linv^r^Pi/X) exists for each X in Ex. If U does exist then

it is a linear isometry of Ex onto E2 and is the only possible isometry taking 0

to 0 which uniformly approximates T.

Before turning to the statements and proofs of the main results, some pre-

liminary remarks are in order. The notation (r¡) T °° means: (r,-)," x is a sequence

of positive numbers increasing strictly monotonically to °°.

Remarks 1.5. (a) If dim Ej < dim E2 then isometries from Ex into E2

which take 0 to 0 need not be positive homogeneous, let alone linear. Indeed, let

Q C t\ denote the positive quadrant and call a function /: R —»■ t\ monotone
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increasing if whenever tx <t2, then/(f2) - f(tx) E Q. Let/be any monotone

increasing continuous function such that /(0) = (0, 0). For any number t let

U(t) = f(g(t)) where g(t) is the unique number with the properties 11/(^(0)11 =

|r| and tg(t) > 0. Because the norm of t\ is additive on Q it is easy to check

that U is an isometry of R into £\ which sends 0 to (0, 0).

(b) If E2 is a strictly convex Banach space then any isometry U of Ej into

E2 which transforms 0 to 0 must be homogeneous. (This follows directly from

the strict triangle inequality that would obtain supposing the contrary.) Con-

sequently when E2 is strictly convex and T: Ej —► E2 is a surjective e-isometry,

the only possible isometry U uniformly close to Z" is given by (1.3). Moreover if

\\T(X) - U(X)\\ < M for each X in Et then U - U(0) is linear.  Indeed, it suffices

to prove fy(Ej) is dense in E2.  (Since U(Ex) is closed in E2, it will follow that

U- U(0) is surjective and hence, by the Mazur-Ulam theorem, linear.) For any

7 in E2 and for each positive integer n, pick any point Xn E T~1(nY). Then

\\U(Xn) - nY\\ < M or, using the fact that U is positive homogeneous,

lim„^U(n-1X„) = Y.

(c) Suppose that E2 is a finite dimensional Banach space and that T:

E —* E2. Then for each (r¡) Î °° and X in E there is a cluster point of

(r71r(rJAr))^.1. Moreover all cluster points of this type have norm equal to

11X11. (Indeed,

lim Ir^TXr-fDO = Um rj1 [r, \\X\\ + 0,-e] = ||Afl|

so that (r)"1r(rfX))^.j is a bounded sequence in E2, a finite dimensional space.)

(d) Suppose that T: E —*■ E', X E E, Y E E', and (r¡) f °°. Then

Vtca^jrl1 T(r¡X) = Y if and only if lim^rT1 S(r¡Y) = X.  In fact,

lim Wr^S (r¡ Y) - X\\ = lim rj1 [\\S(r(Y) - ST(r¡X)\\ + 6,e]

«lim lY--*flTbtXH.

Definition 1.6. Given 5 > 0 a subset A of a Banach space E is said to be

6-onto if for each X in E there is a point Y in A with \\X - Y\\ < 5. A function

whose range lies in a Banach space is called S-onto if its range is ô-onto.

Although subsequent results are stated for surjective e-isometries observe

that only minor alterations are needed to adjust the proofs if 'surjective' is

replaced by 'S-onto for some 5 < °°'.

2. It is important in light of Proposition 1.4 to show that tim^^r-1 T(rX)

exists whenever T is a surjective e-isometry between two finite dimensional

Banach spaces. This problem is tackled in several steps, the final results being

listed in Theorem 2.7.
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Theorem 2.2. For any two finite dimensional Banach spaces Ex and E2

and surjective e-isometry T: Ex —► E2 for which T(0) = 0 suppose that V, W E

Ej,   V, W' E E2, and («,) f °° satisfy:

lim nj1 T(n¡ V)=V'    and    lim nT1 T(n¡ W) = W'.
I-»- oo I _j> oo

Then

lim nATfriQÁ V + M W)) = lÂ V + %W'.

The proof of this theorem is modeled on that of the Mazur-Ulam theorem

[1, p. 166] although, since we are dealing with approximate rather than true

isometries, it is necessary to 'push to infinity' to properly mimic their proof.

Notation 2.3. (a) Let

UQ={V,W};    H'0 = {V,W'};

HX = {ZEEX\\\V-Z\\ = \\W-Z\\=1Á\\V-W\\};

H'x = [Z E E2| || V' - Z\\ = Il W -Z\\ = Till V - W'\\};

and inductively for each integer / > 1 define

H,= {Z£ H,.! | HZ - X||< ri diameter H*., for each X G U¡_x },

H; = {Z G H¡_x I ||Z -X\\<¥t diameter H;,, for each X G H'¡_x }.

(b) The notation (sft)^=1 C (tk)k=x means: (sh)^=x is a subsequence of

As will become evident in the proof of Lemma 2.5, it is necessary for

technical reasons to determine that diameter H, = diameter H'¡ for every / > 0.

Lemma 2.4. Let X G Hz and suppose that X' = lim^^rj1 T(r¡X) exists

where (r¡)]Li c (M/)^i-   Then X' E Hj. Conversely, if Y' E H¡ and

linL-^oo^1 S(rjY) = Y exists, then YE U¡.  Consequently diameter H¿ =

diameter H¡ for each I > 0.

Proof . The proof is by induction on /, the case / = 0 following from the

definitions of H0 and Hq, 1.5(d) and the fact that

\\V - W'\\ = lim H«;"1 T(n,V) - n7lT(n¡W)\\ = \\V- W\\.
I—>oo

The case / = 1 should be treated separately, but since the proof is similar to the

general inductive step for / > 1 we omit it.

Thus assume that / > 1 and that the lemma is established for / - 1.  For any

X in H, and (ry)£, C (n¡)"=x for which X' = HmH.„rJ"1 Pi/yX) exists we wish

to show X' G Hj. Pick any Z' G h;_i and find (ph)ñ=x C (r¡y¡Lx such that Z =
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limn^.ot,p'n~1 S(pnZ') exists. By the inductive hypothesis Z E Hf_x. Moreover, as

is easily checked \\X - Z\\ = \\X' - Z'\\. Then \\X-Z\\ < Vi diameter U,_x since

X E H; and Z E Hz_t so that by the inductive hypothesis, WX1 - Z'\\ <

Vi diameter U\_x for each Z' E U'¡__ x. To conclude that X' E H¡ it thus suffices

to show that X' G H£_j. But since X E H¡ C Hj_j the inductive hypothesis

forces X' G H¿_t which completes half the inductive step. Since the other half

is similar it is omitted.

Finally, to check that the diameters of H¡ and Hj are the same it suffices by

symmetry to show that diameter H, < diameter H). But if X, YE H, pick

(r¡)J=l C («,)," x such that both the following limits exist: liny^/y"1 TXtjX) =X'

and limj^rj1 T(r¡Y) = Y'. Evidently W - Y'\\ = \\X - Y\\ and since X', Y' G

Hj from above, the lemma follows.

The next lemma forms the backbone of the proof of Theorem 2.2 and is

analogous in form to that in which U is a surjective isometry between two

normed spaces. The statement corresponding to Lemma 2.5 would read: U(U¡) =

H,' for each l>0.

Lemma 2.5. For any S > 0 and integer l>0 there is a number M(d, I)

such that ifn¡ > M(8,1) then

(1) «71 T(n¡X) E U¡ + B2(0, 5) for each X in U, ; and

(2) nj1 S(n¡X) EH, + Bj(0, 5) for each X in H|.

Proof. The proof is by induction on /.  The / = 0 case follows directly

from 1.5(d). As in Lemma 2.4, despite the fact that the case 1=1 should be

treated separately, verification of this step is almost exactly the same as the

first part of the proof of the general inductive step, and is consequently omitted.

Assume then that / > 1 and that for each a > 0 a number M (a, 1-1) satisfying

the conditions of Lemma 2.5 has been determined.

Choose any number M¡ such that

[X G H/_1 + Bx [0, MT1 ] I \\X - Z\\ < Vi diameter H,., 4- M71 for each

(a)

ZGH/_i}CHz + B1(0,5)and

(I)
{X E H/_! + B2 [0, M¡-1] | \\X - Z\\ < Vi diameter Hj_, + Mf1 for each

(b)

ZGH/'_1}CH;-r-B2(0,S).

(To see that such a number exists observe first that if A„ denotes the set on the

left side of'C' in (I) (a) above with M¡ replaced by «, then A„ is compact for
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each integer «, A„ D A„+1, and n~=iA„ = Hz. Hence AB C H, + Bj(0, Ô)

for some « since H¿ + Bj(0, 5) is an open set containing H7. A similar argument

works for the sets in (b), and taking the larger of the two «'s so obtained pro-

duces one choice of M¡.)  Let

(II) M(6,1) = max{M((2M/r1, / - 1), lleM,}.

It remains to verify the conclusion of the lemma for this choice. Thus assume

n¡ >M(d, I). The case presented here-corresponding to (2) of 2.5—is similar

to that for (1); thus that part of the inductive step corresponding to a verification

of (1) of Lemma 2.5 is omitted.

For any points X in H'¡ and Z in U¡_x choose Y in E2 so that

(HI) ^(«..^-«..ZIKe.

The first step is to show that Y is close to U'¡_x (cf. (VI)). Applying T to (III)

yields H«,- Y - T(n¡Z)\\ < 2e or, in more convenient form,

(IV) ||y-«71P(«|.Z)||<2e«71.

Because nt > M((2Miyx, I - 1) and Z G H¡_x it follows that

(V) «71 T(n¡Z) G U¡_x + B2(0, (2M,)"1 ).

Combining (IV) and (V) yields

(VI) YE h;_! + B2(0, (2M,)-1 + 2enJl).

Our goal is to show that n^SQtfX) is an element of the left side (hence of

the right side) of (I)(a). Observe that

Wn^SfrfX) - z\\ = «^HSi^x) - «,Z||

(VII) < «71 [l|5(«fX) - 5(«f 7)11 + e]    (from (III))

<||X-y|| + 2e«71.

Recall that X G E¡. Hence (VI) yields ||X - F|| < Vi diameter U'¡_x + (2M,)-1 +

2enJ1 which then combined with (VII) gives

WnjiSfaX) - Z\\ < Vi diameter H,'     + (2MXl + 4en7*
(VIII)

< Vi diameter Hz_! + M71   (from Lemma 2.4 and (íi|/.

Moreover from X G Hj C H¡_x and (II) evidently

(IX)        n^SfriX) E Ht_x + Bx(0, (2M,)-1) C H,_x + Bx [0,Mf1].

Combining (VIII) which holds for each Z in H^, (IX), and (I)(a) yields the
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desired conclusion: nJ1S(n.X) 6H, + Bj(0, 5) whenever X G H) and n¡ >

M(8, I).  From the remarks made at the beginning of the inductive step, this

completes the proof of Lemma 2.5.

Proof of Theorem 2.2. The idea is to demonstrate that whenever 8 >

0 and l> 3 is an integer, then n¡lT(n^hV + ViW)) G U¡ + B2(0, S) for

sufficiently large «,.. Because C\ñ=iK = WV' + \&W } and diameter H'n+1 <

Vi diameter H'n for each n (cf. [1, pp. 166-167]) it will follow that

km^nj1 T(n,ÇAV+ KW)) exists and equals W + VlW.

Fix 5 > 0 and suppose that n¡ > M(8,1). For any Z in Hj_j find Y in

Et such that

0) T(niY) = niZ

(which is possible since T is surjective). Note that

(2) Y E Ht_x + B^O, (2M,)'1 + enj1)

as can be seen as follows:  ST(n¡Y) = S(n¡Z) from (1) so that

(3) \\Y-nJ1S(niZ)\\<en71.

From Z E Hj^ coupled with n¡ > M((2Mlf1,1 - 1) we obtain nTlS(n¡Z) E

H/-i + Bi(°> OMiT1) which combined with (3) yields (2)..

We next show that

WnJ1 T(ntQAV + UW)) - Z\\ < fc diameter H'     + MTl
(4) ,

foreachZGH^j.

Indeed

II«:-1 Ttnt<$V + W)) - Z\\ = nj11| T(n¡QÁV + Î4H0) - T(n¡ Y)\\

< WAV + lAW - Y\\ + enj1

< J4 diameter H,^ + (2MJ)'1 + enT1 + enj1.

(Note that xhV + *ÁW E fl"=1H„ and hence is in H,. This latter inequality

now follows from (2).) Line (4) follows directly using Lemma 2.4 and the

definition of M(8,1).

Finally, since %V + W E H;_t and nt > M((2M¡)~1,1 - 1) it Mows

that

(5) nj1 T{n&.V + i4»9) G Hj., + B2(0, (2M,)"1) C Hj_x + B2 [0, Mf1].
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Combining (4), (5) and the definition of M, yields «71 T(ntQAV +lAW))E

H'¡ + B2(0, 5) and from the earlier remarks this completes the proof of Theorem

2.2.

Theorem 2.7 below gives some conditions on a finite dimensional Banach

space E under which lim,^.«,/"-1 T(rX) exists for each X in E and surjective

T: E —► E. Although it seems likely that the finite dimensionality of E is

enough to guarantee the existence of this limit (cf. also 4.3) our results are more

modest. It is convenient to introduce the following

Notation 2.6. For a finite dimensional Banach space E with closed unit

ball B denote by ex B the set of extreme points of B with the relative topology.

Moreover, for X in ex B let K(X) refer to the component (relative to ex B) of

X, and let D(E) = {X G ex B| K(X) = {X}}. Finally let E = {E| E is a finite

dimensional Banach space and linear span D(E) = E }. (Note that linear span

D(E) = E if and only if each Y in E can be written in the form Y = HL¡íriY,

with Yj E D(E) and /y > 0 for each / since D(E) is symmetric about 0.)

Observe that the elements of E evidently properly include those finite di-

mensional spaces with polyhedral unit balls and, more generally, those for which

the set of extreme points of the unit ball is a totally disconnected topological

space.

Theorem 2.7. Let Ex and E2 be finite dimensional spaces such that

either Ex or E2 belongs to E. Suppose that T: Ex —*> E2 is a surjective e-

isometry with T(0) = 0.  77ie« lim^^r-1 T(rX) = U(X) exists for each X in

Ej. It follows that both Ex and E2 are in E . (Indeed U is a linear isometry

between them.) Moreover limu^J\X\rl\\T(X) - U(X)\\ = 0.

Our method of proof requires three preparatory lemmas, the first of which

roughly states that the behavior of an e-isometry is almost continuous.

Lemma 2.8 (P. L. Renz). Let N and N' be normed linear spaces and

T: N —*■ N' an e-isometry such that T(0) = 0.  Then there is a continuous 4e-

isometry T*: N -»N* such that \\T*(X) - T(X)\\ < 2e/or each X in N.

Proof. Consider all subsets of N with the property that the distance be-

tween each pair of distinct elements is at least e/8. By Zorn's lemma there is a

maximal such collection which is denoted henceforth by {Xy }7er. Note that

for any X in N there is a y in T with ||X - X7I| < e/8.

Let B7 be shorthand notation for B(X7, e/4). Then {B7I y E T] is an

open cover of N and hence there is a partition of unity [ft} tes; subordinate to

{B7 }7er.  For each £ G E pick any 7 in T such that {Y E N| f((Y) + 0 } C B7

and denote this 7 by the symbol y(%). (Thus in the new notation (YENlf^Y)^
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0} C B7(î) for each % in S.) Define T*: N —»• N' by the formula

T*(X) « £ /j (X)T(Xym)     for each X in N.

It is standard that the function T* is well defined and continuous.  Moreover

for X in N we have

\T*(X)-T(X)\\ =
Zj¿X)[T(Xym)-T(X)]\\

< Z /£(x)iirtW-TW\\ < ¿2 ft{x)[\\xyn> -n + •].
£sh jes ;

But if/t(X) # 0 then |LX" - Xym\\ < e/4 so that

\\T*(X) - T(X)\\ < Z /t(X)[e/4 + e] = 5e/4

for each X in N.  Because T is an e-isometry the above inequality leads directly

to the conclusion that T* is a (3£)e- (hence a 4e-) isometry. This completes the

proof of Lemma 2.8.

As noted in 1.5(c) whenever E2 is finite dimensional, T: E —*■ E2, and

X E E then for each sequence (r¡) /°° the sequence (rj1 T^X))^ has a cluster

point.

Notation 2.9. Let Qr(X) denote the set of all such cluster points as

(r¡) f °° ranges. i$LlT(X) will be referred to as the cluster set for T at X.)

Evidently ClT(X) C {YE E2\\\Y\\ = ||Z|| }. Some other properties of this

set which will be applied in the proof of Theorem 2.7 are given by

Lemma 2.10. Let E be a normed linear space, E2 a finite dimensional

Banach space and T: E —► E2 an e-isometry such that T(0) = 0.  77ze« for each

X in E the set GT(X) is nonempty, compact, and connected.

Proof. It is straightforward to check that Clr(X) is closed, which in

light of the above discussion shows that Clr(X) is nonempty and compact.  If

CIr(X) = Cj U C2 with Cj n C2 = 0 and each C,,i ■ 1,2, a closed subset of

Clr(Z), then Cj and C2 are closed and disjoint in E2 so that there are open sets

Ox and 02 in E2 with Oj n 02 =0 and Of D C,, / = 1, 2.

Choose a continuous 4e-isometry T*: E —> E2 such that \\T*(X) - T(X)\\ <

2e for each X in E (cf. 2.8) and note that Clr,(X) = Clr(X). (Indeed Y E

Clr(X) if and only if there is a sequence (r¡) T °° such that lim,.^.^^1 T(r¡X) =

Y, if and only if there is a sequence (r¡) t °° with lim^«,^1 T*(r¡X) = Y since

II/-71 T(r¡X) - rj1 T%X)\\ < lerj1 -+ 0   as i -* ~,

if and only if Y E QT * (X).)
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Find N>0 such that whenever r > N then r~l T*(rX) GO, U 02. (Such

an N exists since otherwise there is a sequence (r,) /» with rj1 T*(r¡X) Ê O, U

02 for each L  But since (rj1 T*(r¡X)y¡Lx has a cluster point-which is hence

an element of Clr.(X) = Clr(X) CO,U 02-it foUows that rJlT*(r¿Q E Ox U

02 infinitely often.)

Let A, = {/■ >N\r1T*(rX) G O,}, i = 1, 2. Then A,UA2 = [N, °°),

Ax n A2 = 0, and each A,"is an open subset of [N, °°) since the map r —►

r~1T*(rX) is continuous and each 0,- is open.  Since [N, °°) is connected, either

Aj or A2-hence either C, or C2-is empty. Thus Clr(X) is connected, which

completes the proof of Lemma 2.10.

Lemma 2.11. Let Ex and E2 be finite dimensional Banach spaces and T:

Ej —*■ E2 a surjective e-isometry such that T(0) = 0. For X in Ex and Y in E2

each of norm 1 suppose lim^^rj1 T(r¡X) = Y for some sequence (rAf °°. Then

XG exBj [0, 1] if and only if YE exB2 [0, 1].

Proof .  Because lim,^,»^1 T(rtX) = Y if and only if lim^.«/^1 S(r¡ Y) =

X the statement of Lemma 2.11 is almost symmetric in X and Y.  The only

stumbling block is that 5 need not be surjective. However S is e-onto as noted

in 1.2(f) (2) so that Theorem 2.2 may be applied to this map (cf. the remarks

after Definition 1.6). Since the only result needed in the proof of either direction

of this lemma is Theorem 2.2, the statement of Lemma 2.11 is in effect symmetric

in X and Y, and it thus suffices to demonstrate that X G exB, [0, 1] implies

that y€ exB2[0, 1]. If X = ViXx + ViX2 where \\XX\\ = ||X2|| = 1 and HX, -

X2|| > 0 find («,)£, C (r,),", such that lim^nj1 T(nfX¡) = Y¡ exists for i -

1, 2. Then \\Y¡\\ = HX^I = 1 and || Yx -Y2\\ = \\XX -X2\\> 0. Moreover, it

follows from Theorem 2.2 that

Y = lim «."'Pín.X) = lim nJiT(n¡QAXx + t1X2)) = rlF, + ¥tY2

so that Y is not an extreme point, finishing the proof.

Before proceeding to a proof of Theorem 2.7 observe that Lemma 2.11

shows that X G exB, [0, 1] if and only if QT(X) C exB2 [0, 1] (and symmetrical-

ly, Y E exB2 [0, 1] if and only if QS(Y) C exB, [0, 1]).

Proof of Theorem 2.7. Because all subsequent arguments are in effect

symmetric in E, and E2 assume without loss of generality that E2 G E.  For

any point Y0 E exB2 [0, 1] pick any sequence (r¡) f °° such that X0 =

Uny+^rJ1 S(r¡Y0) exists. Then X0 G exB, [0, 1] (cf. Lemma 2.11) and hence

Clr(X0) C exB2[0, 1] (2.11 again). Moreover if YQ G D(E2) then since Clr(X0)

is connected (cf. Lemma 2.10) it follows that lim^.«,/--1 T(rX0) exists and equals

Y0. (Also, for any a > 0, evidently limr_>oo/-_1P(/ûX0) exists and equals aYQ.)
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Note that when Zx, ... , Zt are any points of Ex such that lirn^„r_1r(rZf) =

W¡ exists for each / = 1,..., /, then Theorem 2.2 shows that lim^^^r-1 T(r^li=xZ¡)

exists and is Sj-jM^.  Since D(E2) positively generates E2, given any point

Y in E2, find Yx, . . . ,Y,in D(E2) and rx, . . . , r¡ > 0 such that 2J-=1/-f F4 = F.

Then find Xx, . . . , X¡ inEx (as above) such that lim^„r-1 T(rX¡) exists and

equals Y¡ for each /.   Let X = S^.1f/Jf/. Then limrH.00r-17,(r.X') exists and equals

tor'rírírJ =íriYi = Y.
r~*°° \ i=l       /       /=1

In order to show that lim,..^«,;--1 T(rX) exists for each X in E1, pick any

sequence (r¡) î °° such that Y = lim^^rj1 T(r¡X) exists. Then there is a point

Xx E Ej from above such that limr^,<x,r~1T(rXx) exists and equals Y.   But this

means that lim,..^«/-1 S(rY) = Xx. On the other hand, from the definition of Y,

lim,-^.^^1 S(r¡ Y) = X.  Consequently X = Xx and hence lim,^.,»/--1 T(rX) exists

(and equals Y).  From Proposition 1.4 it follows that U (as defined in the

statement of Theorem 2.7) is a linear isometry from Ej onto E2 and hence

E,6E.

It remains to show that lim^i^JIXirMlTXT) - U(X)\\ = 0. If not, there

is a sequence (Xl)'¡¡Lx in Ej and a sequence (n¡) J °° for which:

(a) \\X¡\\ = 1 for each /;

(b) lim^^Xj = XQ exists; and

(c) lim infH..llBlT||r1ll7t«|Jr|) " U(n,XJ)\\ > 0.
But since lim/^<X)«71r(«/Ar/) = U(X0) (which follows easily from (b)) it follows

that the lim inf in (c) can be rewritten in the form:

lim inf WnJ1 T(n,X,) - U(X¡)\\ = 0.

This contradiction completes the proof of Theorem 2.7.

3.  A special case of Theorem 2.7 states that for each surjective e-isometry

T: l\ —> l\ with r(0) = 0 there is an isometry U (given by (1.3)) for which

\\T(X) - U(X)\\ = o(HXII). Theorem 3.1 strengthens this result by providing a

positive answer to (1.1) for Ex = E2 = t\.

Theorem 3.1. For each positive integer k there is a constant K such that

whenever T:t\—► t\ is a surjective e-isometry with T(0) = 0 there is a (linear)

isometry U:lkx-*l\ satisfying \\T(X) - U(X)\\ < Ke for each X in l\.  We may

take K = 100&3 - 50fc2 + 2Sk + 3.

The proof splits naturally into two parts, the first of which is to demonstrate

the result when X is restricted to being a multiple of a coordinate vector (cf.
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(3.6)). The general conclusion follows from the first step together with an

elementary 'interpolation' device (cf. 3.7).

Notation 3.2. (a) Write B instead of B[0, 1] and let B2fc_1 denote the

set of all 2k- 1 tuples of points of B (considered as a subset of the (2k - 1)-

fold product of l\).

(b) Throughout this section

V¡ = (0, . . ., 0, 1,0, . . .,0)   and    Vk+i = (0,. . . , 0, - 1, 0,. . . , 0)

where the only nonzero entry occurs in the ith place, i = 1, . . . , k.

Lemma 3.3. For a point Y0 = (yx,. .. ,yk) G ¡c\ of norm one suppose

that \yio\ > \yf\ forj =£ i0.   772e« for every point (Yx,. .. , Y2k_x) E B2fc_1

it follows that

£       \\Yi-Yi\\<4k2-2k-2(l- [y, I).
0</</<2fc-l

Moreover there is a point o/B2fc_1 at which this inequality becomes equality.

Proof.  Since a linear isometry of£, simply interchanges some of the

coordinates and multiplies others by - 1 it suffices to prove the lemma when

yx>y2>~->yk>0. Define the function f[YQ] : B2fc_1 —*■ R by:

f[YQ](Yx,..., Y2k_x) = 20</</<2fc_1||yi - Yj\\. Since f[Y0] is a continuous

convex function on the compact convex set B2fc_1 it attains its maximum on

exB2*-1. (Observe that (Yx, . . . , Y2k_x) E exB2fc_1 if and only if {Y, gff ' C

It remains to compute the maximum value off[Y0] on exB2fc *. Suppose

first that (Yx, . . . , Y2k_x) E exB2fc_1 has two or more of the Yj's equal. Then

f[Y0] (Yx, .... Y2k_x) = ¿ \\YQ - Y¿\\ +        T,       \\Y, - Yj\\
i=l Ki<j<2k-1

<2(2* - 1) + 2((k - 1) (2k - 1)- 1) = 4/fc2 -2k-2.

On the other hand, if all the Yf% in (Yx, • • • ,Y2k_x) are distinct extreme

points of B, because ||yo - Vx\\ < ||70 - V¡\\ forj = 2, ... , 2k it follows that

2 k— x 2 k k Ik

z h^o- Yi\\< L in© - n\=¿zii^o- vi\\ + s ii^o - rçn
1=1 . /=2 1=2 i=fc+l

k   T ft"        T k

= Z\l-yi+    Z   yj\+2k = Zl2-2yi]+2k
i=2 L W;l<*i  J í=2

= 2(k - 1 - (1 -yx)) + 2k = 4k - 4 + 2yx.
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Hence

f[Y0] (Yx,..., Y2k_x) <f[Y0] (V2,..., V2k)

= 4k-4 + 2yx +     ¿2       II Vt-V,\\ =4k2-2k-2(l-yx)
2<i<j<2k

which completes the proof.

In order to prove Theorem 3.1 it is sufficient to prove that such a K exists

when the e-isometries T under consideration are further restricted so that U(X) =

lim^^f1 T(rX) = X for each X intk. This simplifying assumption about U

will henceforth be made for the remainder of §3.

Notation 3.4. For r > e let W¡(r) = r^T^VJ) for / = 1,... , 2k.  Then

W¡(r) * 0 and define X¡(r) = W^/WW^ryW.

Lemma 3.5. Suppose that r > 5e[10&2 - Sk +2].  Then for integers i and

j between 1 and 2k we have

\\Wj(r) - Vt\\ <r1e(10*2 - 5* + 2)   if and only if i =/.

Proof. The following properties of W¡(r) and X¡(r) are easily established:

(a) \\\Wfr)\\- 1| < er'1;
(b) IllV^r) - Wn(r)\\ >2- er'1 for 1 < / < n < 2k;

(c) \\Xi(r)\\ = lfori=\,...,2k;

(d) ||Jrt.(r) - IV,.(r)|| < 2er-1 for / = 1, .... 2k;

(e) WXfr) - Xn(r)\\ > 2 - SeT1 for 1 < / < « < 2k;

(0  2io<„<2Ä<>) - Xn(r)W > 4k2 -2k- Ser-'Qk2 - k).

Fix / between 1 and 2k and write X¡(r) = (xx(r), . . . , xk(r)). Then pick

»Q such that \x¡ (r)\ > ¡xn(r)\ for n ¥= i0. As a direct consequence of Lemma 3.3

and (f) above

4k2-2k-2(l-\xiQ(r)\)

>f[Xj(r)](Xx(r),..., Xhx(r), X}+X(r), .... X2k(r))

> 4k2 - 2k - Ser'1 (2k2 - k)

so that

(g) 2(l-\xi0(r)\)<5er-1(2k2-k).

Write W;(r) = (wx(r),..., wk(r)) and let V(i0) = (sgn w¡0(r))Vi(). Note that

from (d), the restrictions on r, and the fact that \x¡ (r)\ > k~1 since it is the

largest of the absolute values of the coordinates of X¡(r), a point of norm one,

it follows that w¡ (r) =h 0 and that sgn w¡ (r) = sgn x¡ (r). Combining this with

(g) yields
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WAf) - V(i0)\\ < ||W/(r) -Xy(r)|| + |jÇ(r) - (sgn wiQ(r))ViQ\\

k

(h) <2er-1 + l-|*,(r)|+     £    \x,{r)\ = 2er"1 + 2(1 - \xt (r)\)
i*i0;i=i u

<r_1e(10/fc2-5Jfc + 2).

From er_1(10&2 - 5k + 2) < 1/5 and (h) together with the fact that

K(i0) G {V¡}Jkx it follows that for each r under consideration there is a unique

i between 1 and 2k such that \\Wf(r) - V¡\\ < er_1(10fc2 - 5k + 2). To empha-

size the possible dependence of this integer i on r denote it temporarily by i(r).

It remains to show that i(r) = / for each appropriate r.

Pick any « > 5e(10fc2 - 5fc + 2) and suppose « < p < n + e. We will

show that /(«) = i(p). Indeed

IIW/CP) - W/(»)H < rT^WTKpVA - T(nVß + (n~l - p^W^Vß

< 2e«_1 + e(np)~l(p + e) < 4en_1 < 1/5.

Consequently

Wm - vi(n)\\

< \\Vi{p) - Wj(p)\\ + \\W,(p) - WyOOII + W,(n) - Vi(n)\\ < 3/5.

Since IIV¡(p) - Vi(n.II is either 0 or 2 it follows that i(«) = i(p) whenever |p -«|<

e, and hence i(r) is independent of r for r> 5e(10&2 - 5k + 2).

Finally, recall that lim^.(X)r~1P(rF/) = U(VA = V¡ by the standing hypoth-

esis. Otherwise written, this amounts to the statement lim^JIW^r) - V¡\\ = 0

which shows that i(r) = / for sufficiently large r and hence for all r >

5e(10&2 - 5* + 2). This completes the proof of Lemma 3.5.

When 0 < r < 5e(l0k2 - 5k + 2) we have

\\T(rVA - rVj\\ < \\T(rV,)\\ + r < 2r + e < e(100fc2 - 50Ä: + 21).

Combining this with the conclusion of Lemma 3.5 yields

(3 6) l,rW " rVill < e(10°*2 " 5°* + 21)

for each r > 0 and j =1, ... ,2k.

As indicated after the statement of Theorem 3.1, (3.6) marks the end of

the first step of the proof of 3.1. The second step is much more direct.

Lemma 3.7. Suppose X E¿k and M>0. Denote ||X|| by the letter r and
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suppose that Y E¿x is any point such that both \\Y\\ < r and \ \[Y - rVA\ -

\\X - rVj\\ | < Mforj = 1,. .. , 2k.  Then \\X - Y\\ < kM.

Proof. Write X = (xx,... ,xk) and Y = (yx,... ,yk). Observe that

for each / = 1, . . . , k we have r > |jc;- I and r > \y¡ I so that rewriting the /th

and (j + k)th inequalities occurring in the statement of the lemma in terms of

coordinates yields:

r-y,+   Z   W - \r-x, +   ¿   l*,l | = 6¡M
t*jii=i        L i*i\i=i    J

and

r+y,+    Z    W-fr + x/+    ¿    WJ-fl^rtJC
/#/;i=l |_ ft*/;/=l      J

Combine and simplify these two equations to get \y¡ - x¡ I < M for / = 1,.. ., k.

Hence \\Y-X\\ = ^x\yj-xj\< kM.    Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Pick any X in£j and let r denote ||Z1|. If r <

2e then \\T(X) -X\\< \\T(X)\\ + 2e < 5e < e(100fc3 - 50Ä:2 + 2Sk + 3). Assume

then that r > 2e. LetY = rT(X)/\\T(X)\\. Then ||7 - T(X)\\ < 3e. Hence for

each / = 1,... , 2k we have

lir-/-K/.|| = ||r(*)-r^|| + 3e01

= \\T(X) - T(rV,)\\ + 3e6x + e2\\T(rV¿) -rV¡\\

= IIZ-r^.H + eÖ3 + 3e0i + Ö4e(100*2 - 50fr + 21)

by (3.6). That is

11| Y - rVA\ - \\X - rVA\ \ < e(100fc2 - 50Ä: + 25).

When Lemma 3.7 is applied ||F-Z|| < e(100Ä;3 - 50Ä:2 + 25fc) results and

since || Y - T(X)\\ < 3e we have || T(X) - X\\ < e(100A:3 - 50Ä2 + 25ifc + 3) for

each X in£*. The proof of Theorem 3.1 is thus complete.

4. We begin this section with some remarks concerning surjectivity. As

previously mentioned, with substantially the same proofs each result of §§ 1 -3

which concerns surjective e-isometries remains valid if 'surjective' is replaced by

the somewhat more relaxed condition '6-onto for some S < °°'. Peter L. Renz

conjectured that a continuous e-isometry between two finite dimensional spaces

of the same dimension is necessarily surjective.  In fact, much more is true:

Proposition 4.1 (DallasWebster).LetEx,E2 ben-dimensional

Banach spaces and h: Ex —> E2 a continuous, nonsurjective map with
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hm||A-||_>0O||«(X)|| = °°. Then given M > 0 there are points X, Y EEX with

IIX - Y\\ > M and h(X) = h(Y).

Proof. It evidently suffices to prove the result forEx= E2=En, Euclid-

ean «-space. Given M define s: E" —► S" - {p } (p the north pole) to be the

usual sterographic projection with the « - 1 sphere centered at the origin of

radius M sent to the equator of Sn. Define h: S" —*■ Sn by:  (1) h(p) = p

and (2) « (q) = shs~l(q) for each q E S" - {p }. Since « is not surjective there

is a homeomorphism k: range « —► E", and since kh : Sn —► E" is continuous,

two antipodal points of S", say a and b, are identified under kh by the Borsuk-

Ulam antipodal mapping theorem [5, p. 349]. Evidently neither a nor b is p

and hence from kh (a) = ks(hs~1(a)) = fa(«s_1(£>)) and the fact that ks is one to

one, we conclude hs~l(a) - «s-1(¿>).  Observe finally that by construction of s,

||s_1 (a) - s-1(£)|| > M whenever a and b are antipodal.

A close examination of the proof of Lemma 2.8 in conjunction with

Proposition 4.1 shows that whenever T: Ex —*■ E2 is an e-isometry and dim Ex =

dim P2 then T is e-onto (and obvious examples demonstrate that no stronger

result is valid).

Turning now to the question of the validity of (1.1) in general, the

following conjectures appear reasonable:

Conjecture 4.2. (1.1) has an affirmative answer whenever Ex or E2 is

finite dimensional.

Conjecture 4.3. There is a separable Banach space E (= E, = E2) for

which (1.1) has a negative answer.

The next results indicate a possible line of attack for the construction of a

Banach space solving 4.3.

Proposition 4.4. Let Ex and E2 be separable Banach spaces and A,- C

Ef, i = 1, 2, subsets of the first category.  Suppose that there are numbers

6¡, i = 1, 2, such that A¡ is 5¡-onto.  If P': A, —► A2 is a surjective map for

which there is an e > 0 satisfying I || T'(V) - T'(W)\\ - IIV - W\\ I < e for each

V, W in A, then there is an extension TofT' to an e-isometry ofEx onto E2

for some e < °°. (We may take e = 40, + 25 2 + e'.)

Proof . Assign to each X in EjXA, a point X, in Ax with ||X - Xx|| < S,

and define P0: Ex —> E2 by

IP'(X)     ifXGAj,

T'(XX)   ifXGEjXAj.

Then TQ is a (26 + e')-isometry extension of P' with range A2.
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Observe that card(0\A,) = c, i =1,2, whenever 0=^ O is an open set in E¡.

Here 'card' denotes the cardinality of the set and c is the cardinality of the

continuum. (In fact 0\A,- is completely metrizable since it is a G6 subset of 0,

a completely metrizable space. Moreover 0\A,- lacks isolated points. Hence it

contains a homeomorph of the Cantor discontinuum [8, p. 445] so that c <

card(0\Af) < card E¡ < c.) In particular then, we may write E2\A2 = {W(y)\

y E T } where T denotes the set of ordinals of cardinality less than c.

Inductively define points X(y) in E as follows: Choose a point Y(0) in A2

such that || 11/(0) - 7(0)11 < 62 and find V(0) in Ax with TQ(V(0)) = 7(0). Pick

any point *(0) in E^, such that \\X(Q) - V(0)\\ <8X.

If points X(y), y <y0ET, have been chosen, find Y(y0) in A2 such that

HMTo) - Y(y0)\\ < S2 and pick V(y0) in A, with T0(V(y0)) = Y(y0). Then

let X(y0) he any point of E^Aj U {X(y)\ y < y0 J) such that ||*(70) - V(y0)\\*

8X. Note that such a choice is in fact possible since

card(B(F(To), 8X)\(\X U {X(y)\ 7 < 70 ») = ™d(B(V(y0), 8X)\AX) = c

from above.

Observe that, for each 7 in T, \\X(y) - P(7)ll ̂  8X for some point V(y) in

Ax for which II ̂(7) - T0(V(y))\\ < S2. Define the map T: E, —► E2 by

T(X) =

T0(X)   if X ± X(y) for each 7 in V,

I W(y)     iSX = X(y) for some 7 in T.

It is clear that T is a surjective extension of T', so it remains to check that T is

a (45 j + 25 2 + e')-isometry. For y, y E T

\\T(X(y)) - T(X(y'))\\ = \\W(y) - W(y')\\

= WT0(V(y)) - T0(V(y'))\\ + dx [\\T0(V(y)) - W(y)\\ + \\T0(V(y')) - W(y')\\]

= \W(y) - V(y')\\ + Ö2(2S! + e') + Ö3282

= \\X(y) -X(y')\\ + 0428x + 62(28x + e') + d3282.

Hence

I \\T(X(y)) - T(X(y'))\\ - \\X(y) - X(y')\\ \ < 48 x + 282 + e\

and the other cases are still easier to check. Thus the proof is complete.

For any e-isometry T: Ex —*■ E2 and r > 0 the map Tr defined by Tr(X) =

r_1T(rX) for each X in Ej is an r~x e-isometry, and in particular, Ur is an isometry

whenever U is. It is also clear that \\T(X) - U(X)\\ < Ke for each X in Ex if and
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only if \\Tr(X) - Ur(X)\\ < Kr~le for each X in E,. Consequently whenever E,

and E2 are Banach spaces for which (1.1) has an affirmative answer, then given

e > 0 the number

inf [K\ whenever T: Ex —> E2 is a surjective e-isometry

for which P(0) = 0 there is an isometry U with ||7TX) - U(X)\\ < Ke

for each X in Ex }

is independent of e and will be denoted by K(EX, E2).

Proposition 4.5. Suppose that (E¡)f-X is a sequence of separable Banach

spaces with lim^^^Ey, E;) = °°.  Then there is a separable Banach space E for

which (1.1) /ai/s provided the isometries U considered are all positive homoge-

neous (and hence have the form (1.3)).

Proof. By going to a subsequence if necessary assume that

HmHeo2~'K(Ej, EA = °° and let E be xhelx sum of the E/s. That is, E =

{(X^jl Xy G Ej for each/ and ||(Xf)ll = S||X,.|| < °°}. Since there is nothing

to prove if for some surjective T: E —► E (or T: E¡ —► E- for some /) and X

in E (X in E-) the lim^^r^TfyX) fails to exist, henceforth assume that under

the above conditions such limits always exist.

For each; choose a surjective 2_/-isometry T¡: E¡ —* E;- (with 7)(0) = 0)

such that \\Tf(X¡) - U}(X{)1\ > 2~(J+1)K(Ef, E¡) for some X¡, where U, is the

isometry of form (1.3) associated with T¡. Moreover let Ax = A2 = ©;" jEy,

so that A,, i = 1, 2, is a dense first category subset of E. Define T': Ax —► A2

by the formula

T'(YX, ...,Y„,...) = (TX(YX).Tn(Yn), . . . )

and observe that since T¡ is surjective and P.-(0) = 0 for each/, P' satisfies the

conditions of Proposition 4.4 with e' = 22_/ = 1.  Let T: E —*■ E he a surjective

2-isometry extension of T'. Note that for any Y = (Yx, . . . , Yn, 0, . . . ) G

Aj we have

hm r~lT(rY) =(lim rxTx{rYA,.Ihn rlTn(rYn), 0,.. .)
r-*<*> \r-*'*> r^*oo J

= (Ux(Yx),...,Un(Yn),0,...)

so that the isometry U associated via (1.3) with T is, by continuity, the map

U((X¡)°°=i) = (Ui(X¡))°Lx for each (Xf)~ x in E. But then Proposition 4.5 follows

from

sup{||P(X) - U(X)\\\X EE}> supillP/Xy) - cT-iXpil | / = 1, 2, . . . }

> sup{2-0'+ VK(p/t Ej) I / = 1, 2, . . . } = °o

which completes the proof.
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Although an upper bound for K(l{, ¿[) is established in Theorem 3.1 it is

unknown if lim/_voo.rv(E/, E¡) = <*>. Observe that£, provides a solution to

Conjecture 4.3 (assuming all isometries are of the form (1.3)) if this limit is

infinite since the Banach space E constructed in Proposition 4.5 for any subse-

quence of the sequence (t\y¡Li is £.j.
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